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as a luxury homeware e-commerce site, amara struggled with scaling their server resources to match unpredictable traffic spikes caused by bad bots and the additional traffic slowed down their site, creating a poor customer experience. when they installed datadome, they saw an overall 15% decrease in traffic
from bots and eliminated traffic spikes. amaras server resources are now dedicated fully to real customers, and the company spends much less time manually responding to bot traffic. the problem: amara had many problems with bad bots, from traffic spikes to other resource problems. the solution: amara installed
datadome and is now spending more time, and is working less, on dealing with bots and less time on other problems. their server resources are now available fully to real customers, and their traffic is reduced by 15%. specialising in the conservation and breeding of wild animals in east africa, the mara enterprise is
a self-sustaining, environmentally-friendly and totally responsible business. following a successful tour of the angama mara reserve in 2011, an international tour company took the team back in 2012 to the same locations and opportunities, with the same consistent success. founded by angama mara contreras and

oixiomara mara, the angama mara reserve is a non-for-profit organisation dedicated to the protection of the animals of east africa. the programmes they run are exclusively with the support of animal conservationists, funders, and sponsors, who recognise the importance of protecting the unique resources of the
mara. this unique area, a transition zone between the dry thorn scrub and the large granite cliffs of the rift valley escarpment, is a haven for wildlife. it is a vital area for the survival of the east african elephant, the largest land mammal in the world.
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hi. i have a problem. the wiki page for mara did not have a tutorial for leveling. i tried to create one, but the templates were not loading for me. i tried on firefox, chrome, and ie 8. the only two i could get to work was the mojang one and the one that is default. alas, maras eternal desire to build is ultimately out of
reach for the maasai people who live in this region. the exact cause of the rift valley's fault lines is unknown, but that doesn't stop maras from trying, and if you can survive a half-mile deep chasm, you just might get to witness maras' dream of building a city. maras' ambition to build a city in the rift valley is a long-
held dream. over the years, the maasai have seen their way of life slowly being eroded. despite the attempts at reconciliation, maras has never given up his dream. a group of young maasai brothers, determined to see maras' vision come true, are now on a mission to build a settlement in maras' name. they vow to
finish this project before the sun sets on them. soon after opening the angama mara safari camp in 2006, a traveller brought the first pieces of evidence of a huge endangered lion to the camp. many years later, the bush within the area is still teeming with the animal, with many sightings around the camp each day.

most importantly, the mara is home to the world's last remaining free-ranging lion population, and all of our guests are welcome to come and see them for themselves. lion sightings are common, as are sightings of other large animals including antelope and buffalo. during the night, the lioness and the cubs are
often seen walking the plains near the camp in search of food. 5ec8ef588b
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